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Regents reaffirm support
for equal opp~rtunities

Clinton speaks at SIU

Bv

BY jONATHAN OLIVER

jONATHAN OLIVER

EDITOIHN..CHilf

EoiTOI-tN..CHIEF

The Murray State University Board of Regents voted unan·
imously at the Sept. 8 meeting to reaffirm the University's
commitment to aflirmitive action.
Noting the attention affirmative action is drawing nation·
ally, President Kern Alexander told the Board that he felt it
was a good time to renew the stand the University had previ1
ously taken.
"This Board earlier enacted a regulation which was in keeping with state an university regulation regarding affirmative
action," he began. "I feel it's important that we reaffirm our
commitment to affirmative action."
Alexander was quick to note that Murray State does not
practice or uphold any form of what he referred to as reverse
discrimination.
"This is not reverse discrimination,• he said. "This affmnative action is an effort to be sure that we go an extra step to
assure equal treatment for minorities.
"A minority with less qualifications is never hired at
Murray State: he added.
During the Equal Opportunity/affirmative action
Committee meeting prior to the Board of Regents meeting,
Alexander pointed out that Murray State has reached five of
the seven goals set forth by the Council on Higher Education
regarding equal opportunity.
"It is very important to us that Murray State reach the
goals set out by the Council on Higher Education,• be said. "'
believe we will be able to enhance and go beyond our goals on
affirmative action."
Committee Chairperson Arlivia Gamble thanked
Alexander for his support for affirmative action but noted
that more needs to be done.
"'We have had some success," she said. "We certainly aren't
where we need to be."
• In other business, the Board welcomed Student
Government Association President Brum Kassing and former

Thousands gathered in
Carbondale, Ill., Monday to
hear the nation's president,
Bill Clinton, speak from the
lawn of Pulliam Hall located in
the heart of Southern Illinois
University.
To a multitude of cheers,
Clinton vowed never to cut federal funding of education - in
partjcular the Direct Student
Loan Program.
"I came here today to talk to
you about the future of educa·
tion... ," he began. "The whole
future of the country depends
on how we answer (this issue)."
Clinton said it was the duty
of the federal government to
assure educational opportunities for all Americans.
"We know that unless we can
better educate our people, too
many of them will be left ....__ ___.
behind in the global economy,"
he said.
"We have got to turn (the Clinton addresses a group of SIU students, faculty and
fundin! for education.
availability of education)
The program, still in its fledgling years,
around, and we know how to do it," he
added to great applause from the tightly provides federal loans directly to students
packed crowd.
instead of distributing the funds through
brokers, such as banks and credit unions.
Clinton said the country must invest
"This program is better for the students,
more in educational aid. He had especially
favorable words for the highly contested better for the schools, and believe it or not
costs less money," he said.
Student Direct Loan Program.

See

REGENTS/12

Tom Kimmei/Managing Editor

community members Monday, regarding
Clinton also said be believes students
should be held responsible for their debt to
the government but that payment should
not be demanded in unrealistic ways.
He said he supports allowing students to
pay back their loans at a percentage of the
Sei:! CLINTON/12

Wal-Mart. announces 199,099 sq. foot Supercenter
SLONE HUTCHISON
AssiSTANT ColttC£ LifE EDITOl

Wal-Mart
Stores,
Inc,
announced Sept. 5, that it will
relocate the current Murray
Wal-Mart from U.S. Highway
62 North to a new Wal-Mart
Supercenter to be located at
U.S. 641 and 121 by-pass.

According to Wal-Mart officials, the new 199,000 square
foot Wal-Mart Supercenter will
.be more than twice the size of
the existing Wal-Mart.
Murray Mayor Bill Cherry
said he feels the new store will
be very beneficial for the
University and its students due
to the large amount of part-

time workers that will be needed when the new store opens.
Construction and service jobs
will be created when construction begins in early 1996 and
the company expects to add 290
new associates to its current
staff of 160 when the store
opens in late 1996.
Some positions that will need

to be filled when the new store
opens are department managers, cashiers, supervisors
and automotive technicians.
Wal-Mart officials said the
new Supercenter will continue
to serve as an anchor for the
Murray retail trade area.
"The Murray community has
been established as a regional

market and trade center,"
Cherry said. "Wal-Mart's coming here proves that."
Supercenters feature 36 general merChandise departments
including a full line of electronics and a pharmacy.
The new Murray Supercenter
will also include a grocery area
with a bakery, a delicatessen

Patton announces support for Paducah
Bv

Alexander responded that
Murray State does indeed have
adequate space for an effective
Just when some thought the
engineering program. He sight·
debate
between
Paducah
ed the fact that the University
Community College and Murray
already has an expansive engi·
State University was drawing to
neering-physics program.
Patton stated that he is not
a close, Lt. Gov. Paul Patton
added an ounce of fuel to the
sure that Murray State has
fire, announcing his support for
enough space for the program.
the placement of a school of engi•If they have the buildings,
neering in Paducah.
then someone has over built, he
"The building (for an engineer·
said.
ing school) should be in Paducah
•Are they saying that there is a
lot of spare laboratory space?"
because Paducah has the money
to build the building," Patton ·
Patton continued. *I was not
said, referring to the estimated
aware of that - but fm talking
$8 million that PCC has raised
about a program that would proin its efforts to attain an engiduce a m~or n~ of engineering program.
neers; and, in my opinion, it will
"In my judgment the program
require additional space.
that I envision would require
«J can't imagine that they have
additional space," he said. •since
that much extra space over
Paducah baa the money to build
there."
it - as long as it ia in Paducah
.
Alexander disputed charges
. k h build.in
T•m Solley/Staff that Murray State has built
h
I
th
10
- t en
t e
g Lt. Gov. Paul Patton speaks with an area resident Tuesday ln Benton. He stopped In Benton after
.
should be in Paducah."
a visit to Paducah where he announced his support for an enJineerinl school to be located there. beyond Its need.
Kem Alexander, president of
•
"Murr~!. State presently
Murray State University, in response to tern 40 miles away. That redundancy is existing facility large enough to house
• the ~acilitte~ to educate. engt·
Patton's comments said a new engineer· a waste of tax payers' money."
the size program he envisions.
neers, he said. "W~ re not ~verb~t, but
ing facility does not need to be built.
Patton, a graduate of the University
"I'm saying that we need to produce we do have an effictent engrneenng pro"Murray State presently has the facil- of Kentucky with a degree in mechani- 2,000 more engineers a year," he said. gram at Murray.
. ..
itiea to educate engineers," he said. cal engineering, said a new facility "We need to dramatically increase the
•or course we don't have the facilities,
"What we don't need is a redundant sys- needs to be built because there is no production of engineers."
See PATTON/12
jONATHAN OLIVER
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ha:s

They're everywhere ..•
Murray State University has seen a 12
n~u·rAir'\f increase in fresh•
ntensive recruiting effort

3

Sports

Making ends meet••.

Nutt's troops in rank and file •••

8

Football fun
planned for
SEMO game
STAFF REPORT

Pregame alld halftime
actmtiea Cot Saturday's
home rootbal1 plD8 apiDat
~ Miaeouri State
ha"fe been announcec:l
The festivities will kick
off at 4:45 p.m. outside of
Franklin Hall with the
Murray State players leading the "Racer Walk" to
Stewart Stadium.
Tailptiilg festi'Vities will
besin, in the JNU.:~ Jot
Stewart Stadium at •:30

p.m., with MSU cheerleaden and tbe Racer Baild
~ding entertainment;

The came will begin at 7
p.m., with two contests
scheduled at halftime.
Three students will try
their hand at field-goal
kicking for the cliance to
win a free pizza party for
12, and 25 more students
will win a free long-distance call home courtesy of
Contel Cellular.

Index

College Life
an ounce of ingenuity and a little
effort students can take lifeless dorm rooms and create a little touch of home.

and a McDonald& restaurant.
The new Supercenter will
have wider aisles, department
directories and 24 hour service.
"There may be some negative
aspects, but I think over all this
is a very positive thing for the
community as a whole", Cherry
said in regard to concerns of
small business owners.

Murray State University football
ranked 24th in
Division 1-AA. faces OVC
~:v;::::~1rtva.t SEMO Saturday.

10

Police beat ................ )
Letters ••••••••••••..•.•••.•.•4
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Arts and crafts festival
The Four Star Arts and Crafts Festival features more than
30,000 square feet of beautiful and interesting creations produced
by top quality craftsmen from different regions of the heartland.
The event will be held from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Sept. 16 and
17 at the Expo Center on College Farm Road.
"The comfortable indoor facilities and convenient public accommodations offered at the Expo Center will make this show unique
in this area," stated Carolyn McCoil, festival coordinator.
"Lots of activities have been planned, offering food, fun and
excitement for everyone who attends," said McCoil.
Items will be made on the spot at several captivating craft
demonstrations. Prizes will be given away every hour.
Face painting will be available for Children and Smiley the
Clown will entertain beginning at 1:30 p.m.
There is no admission charge although there will be a $1 parking fee.
For more infonnation call Carolyn McCoil at (502)-382-2248.

Friday, September 15
~ l nema

International - Japanese movie, with English subtitles,
that stunningly recreates eight of Akira Kurosa wa's "Dreams." 7:30
p.m., Curris Center Theater, free admission.
-Golf - MSU men's golf team hosts Murray State Intercollegiate
Tournament at Miller Golf Course.
•Deadline - for Campus Recreation Greek tennis, twilight softball.
•Lec ture - Motivational speaker: Dr. Dennis R. Watson, 7 p.m.,
Freed Curd Auditorium.

Saturday, September 16
~lnema

International - A recreation of eight of Akira Kurosawa's
"Dreams." 7:30p.m., Curris Center Theater, free admission.
•Golf - MSU men's golf team hosts Murray State Intercollegiate
Tournament at Miller Golf Course.
•Dance - Post-game dance, 10 p.m., Hart/Winslow lawn.

Sunday, September 17

Get published in Notations

~oncert

Poets, artists and writers at Murray State are invited to submit
their works to Notations, the University's annual literary magazine.
Submissions are not limited to English and art majors. All students are eligible to to enter their work.
Categories include poetry, short fiction, nonfiction essays, line
drawings, pen and ink sketches, prints, photos and all reproducible artwork.
Submissions will be accepted until Jan. 26, 1996. Mail works or
direct inquiries to: Notations, English department, 7th floor,
Faculty Hall, Murray State University, Murray, Ky. 42071, or
leave them at the English Department office.

'Panther' to appear on campus
On Sept. 17, Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity Inc. will be presenting the movie "Panther," in the Curris Center Theater, at 7 p.m.,
to increase awareness and educate people about the Black
Panther movement of the 1960s.
Due to the lack of circulation when it first came out, this is an
excellent opportunity to screen the film.
The event is co-sponsored by the African-American student
services.
Sean Walker, Kappa Alpha Psi president said, "Everyone is
welcome to come watch this movie, eat popcorn and clear up any
misconceptions they may have about the movement."

- Alison Krauss and Union Station, a Bluegrass and country recording artist, will appea r In Lovett Auditorium at 7:30 p.m. For
more informa tion call762·6951.

Monday, September 18
•VIsiting Artis t - Joseph Molinaro, ceramist slide presentation with
reception following, 6 p.m., Eagle Gallery.

Tuesday, September 19
~oncert

- Faculty Scholarship Benefit Concert, 8 p.m., Farrell
Recital Hall.
-~~--=~- •Meeting - Hemp Coalition, 9 p.m., Barkley Room, Curris Center.
•Assertivenes s Training - A beginning group meeting will be held
A m e mber of t he Hurray State color guard runs through her routine
from 12:30-1:20 p.m. For more information call762-6851.
during a recent band practice.

Wednesday, September 20

Christmas calendar deadline
The Murray Tourism Commission is looking to complete its
Christmas calendar. The brochure is designed to provide the community with a schedule of special holiday events.
If your non-profit club, organization or church has an event
which is open to the public, and you would like it to be listed,
please contact the Murray Tourism Commission at the Commerce
Centre, 805 N. 12th St., or call 759·2199.
Events such as theatrical and musical productions, special
church services and many others are welcome for submission.
The deadline is Sept. 25. for distribution in October.

-

J'

•Exhibit - Student master of arts exhibit by Hyeseon Lee. Eagle
Gallery, Doyle Fine Arts Ce nter through'October 1.
-General Psychotherapy Group - Feeling depressed, anxious, or
lack fulfillment and contentment in life? Consider participating each
Wednesday from 11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. in Wells Hall, room 410.

Thursday, September 21
•Cinema International - Presents the Academy Award nominee
film "The Wedding Banquet," A young Chinese man living in New
York plans a marriage to prevent his parents from discovering his
homosexuality. 7:30p.m., Curris Center Theater, free admission.

\

more schools
than you vvere.
$1 off golf ft•cs "ith this ad at Sullh·an \
I ·~' pin·'
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Recruitment plans reflect success
mined that I would come here;"
ASSISTANT MANAGING EDITOR
Phil Bryan, dean of admis''
I visited the schools that I was
sions and registrar, noted that
The 12 percent increase in
the number of students recruitaccepted to in Indiana, but the
new freshmen this fall set the
ed from Calloway County has
office of admissions and regisatmosphere that I found here
risen by 35 over last year's
trars busy evaluating the sucnumber. He speculates that the
cess of various recruitment
at Murray State was just
' ' incJ:ease may be a reflection of
plans begun last year.
the expanded tuition waiver
much more friendly.
The most recent figures point
policy.
to a significant rise in students
The program allows faculty
Susan Bailey and
recruited from Road Scholar
staff with a year of contincounties. Through the Roads
uous service to transfer any
program
Murray
State
he offered in finding her a job
"I wasn't going to come if I unused portion of their tuition
University faculty and staff
and getting a housing scholar- didn't get it, because there are to their spouse and dependent
traveled to Kentucky high
ship.
too many other schools in state children under 24.
schools to promote the
Jim Booth, provost and vice
"He's been wonderful," she that wouJd have been more
University. There was an
president
of academic and stusaid. "He just really helped me affordable," Watson said.
increase of 104 new freshmen
dent
affairs,
agreed with
get a foot in the door."
The new family grant prorecruited from these counties
Bryan.
Booth's
son
Ted is a
This year was also the first gram, which offers out-of-state
over last year.
freshman
at
MSU
this
year.
for students from several more tuition minus $2,000 to the
Christy Dowell, a freshman counties
in
~tissouri,
"I think it has had an influ- ·
children of alumni outside of
from Breckinridge County, said Tennessee and Illinois to be eli- Kentucky, was successfuJ in ence on a number of parents to
that the Road Scholars pro- gible for incentive grants. The recruiting five students more encourage their children to
gram made a big difference to number of students recruited than in the previous year.
come to Murray State because
her.
from the new grant counties
"I visited the schools that I it's a terrific tuition break,"
"Dr. (Don) Robertson (associ- rose from 15 to 54 this fall.
was accepted to in Indiana, but Booth said.
ate vice president and director
The grant program offers the atmosphere that I found
New figures also indicate
of student affairs) has helped $1000 per semester off of out- here at Murray State was just that the number of students
me a tremendous amount. If it of-state tuition .
much more friendly," said r ecruited from r eciprocity counweren't for him, I probably
Deric Watson, a freshman Susan Bailey, freshman from ties stayed at 94, the same
wouldn't be here," she said.
from Portland, Tenn., said the Seymore, Ind. "Then, when I number as last year. Other out'Dowell emphasized her grati- incentive grant was definitely found out about the family of-state counties rose by one
tude to Robertson and the help what attracted him.
grant, it pretty much deter- student and other Kentucky

Bv

AMY PoNDER

,..

Do you have a Physical or Sensory ~
Disability? Are you 18 yea~s of age
or older? Would you like to try
swimming, rock climbing, fishing ,
horseback riding, etc.?

call (618) 453-1266.

MSU Health Services offers
free confidential pregnancy
testing and STD testing~~

You did a wonderful job on Retreat.
~ Love in ASA,
~

~>,

Your Sisters

''fjl ·

September 9 ·
1 :02 a.m. Jeremy L. Hogg was arrested for no registration plates on
his vehicle, and driving under the influence on a suspended license.
He was taken to the district jail.
2:05a.m. There was a noise complaint at Elizabeth Hall amphitheater.
2:24 a.m. A witness reported seeing a hit-and-run accident in Springer
Hall parking lot
2:55 a.m. John A. Kelso was arrested and charged for DUI. He was
taken to the district jall.
2:09 p.m. William A. Mclemore reported the theft of parts from his
truck while It was parked near Franklin Hall.
11:34 p.m. Kentucky State Police requested assistance at Shady Oaks
Trailer Park. Persons were reported fighting on the roadway.
September 10
5:43 a.m. David Roseberry was arrested and lodged for DUI.
5:31 p.m. There was a noise complaint at Elizabeth Hall amphitheater. A student was playing a trumpet.
September 12
1 :55 p.m. There was a report of person selling magazines in
R1chmond Hall. The salesman was found and escorted off campus.
2:57 p.m. There was a report of a Coke bottle on fire on the roof of
Hart Hall. The fire was extinguished.
6:23 p.m. There was a report of person selling magazines in Hester
Hall. The salesman was found and escorted off campus.
9:16p.m. An ambulance was dispatched for a female student having
trouble breathing at Cutchin Field. She was transported to the hospital
and later returned to campus by friends.

Racer Patrol Escorts ·20
Motorist Aasl sta - 5
Information for Police Beat was gathered and complied by The Murray
State News staff from materials available to the public at
the Public Safety office.

r

Southern Illinois University at Carbondale in
cooperation with the United States Department of
Education, offers FREE recreational
opportunities to people with disabilities through
a service/research project called
Individualized Recreation Programs.
For more Information

Dbdetand center
753-6745

September 8
9:54 a.m. Water leaked onto the alarm system In the first floor
mechanical room of Regents Hall. Facilities Management was advised.

# 7 Dixieland Center on Chestnut St.
Just 1 Block f rom MSU Dorms//!
.A6~S111M

S200

Monday - Saturday 10 a.m. - 6 p.m.
753-0113

Off

Aay Compact Bleat
GWlm!

YourAII'WAL!"''E.

Off

SJOO
Aay CasseUe Tapet

"......_,__

Expires Sept. 29

Car Stereo -Custom Installation
Coupon good towards purchase of regular priced merchandise only, not
valid in combination with any other
discounts or offers. .

Hawkins Research
C OMPUTER SALES

for further information dial

& SERVICE

• OFFICE FURNITIJRE •

Health Line

• UPGRADE & REPAIR •
• LOCAL I NTERNET ACCESS •

762•3809
Monday - Friday
This service is funded by the

Purchase District Health Dept. ~~
-....,.._,-,__...,...

Just Imagine
The Bold Tastes ... ·
•
•
•
•

Surprise your folks.

Thick-cut, Pepper Bacon
A Rich BBQ Sauce
c:1995 Atoy'• ~nc.
A Zesty New Western Sauce
Slow Roasted Roast Beef or our Roast Chicken

When you stay awake in class, you tend to learn more. (Unless you have an uncanny .
talent of learning through osmosis.) So don't let fatigue get in the way of your A, Rev1ve
with Vivarine. One tablet has the same amount of caffein~ as about two cups of coff~e.
And it's just as safe. Hey, anything is possible, if you're up for it.

-----------rs\ :
~vatlablt

11 parttclpaunc Arby'a tor a limited tlmt.

Arby's 507 N. 12th St.

Coupon good for two weeks

I
:

I

Up to four sanchviches with
coupon
Pr ice

L.-- -- ----

$ 2 19

Arhys

D ixieland Shoppin g Center
1304 E. Chestnut St.
Phone: 753-7001 Fax: 753-9726

I
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Revive with Viv_arin~
~-- ~---------- .J ~--------------~--------------------------------------------------------------------------·
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IN OUR OPINION

Patton chooses
Paducah over Murray
..

•

VIEWPOINT
Fresh111an desires rest
The Murray State News

4

Lt. Gov. Paul Patton once took the position that he was
going to remain neutral and mediate between Paducah
and Murray about the engineering program for the
Purchase area.
On his recent visit to Paducah and Benton, Patton surprised many by saying that he was in support of the engineering program being located in Paducah.
Patton also said that Murray State has overbuilt
already and Paducah had the space and the money for
the facility and therefore it should be in Paducah.
There is no need to build at Murray State because a
facility already exist that would accommodate the engineering program.
Patton failed to cover his bases when he chose not to
support the program's location in Murray because of no
cost options that exist at Murray State.
An option was to change the Kentucky engineering
license law to allow graduates from the Technology program at Murray State to take the engineering certification exam.
The next option involves the tuition incentive program,
which is supported by the University.
This program would persuade students to come to the
area and earn credit at Murray State that would apply to
the University of Louisville's engineering program.
Murray State is still getting the short end of the stick
in this situation.
The plan is to have senior and junior level courses
offered at PCC by Murray State and UK faculty via interactive television.
We believe that before choosing Paducah as a sight for
the engineering program Patton should weigh all of the
options. Why spend $8 million when Murray State
University is already prepared.

Sleep? What 'is sleep? Will someone
please remind me?
lt seems that since I
In
started classes as a
My
Murray State freshman, I
have not spent a lot of
Opinion
time in a state of subconsciousness.
Before 1 moved in a few
weeks ago, a friend of
mine told me that sleep
was something that I
would do for recreation.
I am beginning to
understand exactly what
he was talking anout.
In the beginning, I set a
goal for myself. I decided
..__ _ _ __. that I would try to get at
least six hours of sleep every night.
r-------,

Once my professors started dishing out
homework, I realized that my carefree high
school days were over for good.
After attending three or four classes as
well as working four hours, I had a strong
desire to just let go and have fun with my
friends for the rest of the evening.
1 would then call a few friends from home
and talk for at least an hour.

By the time l finally got around to doing
my homework, I was usually so tired that l
did not care about anything anymore.
When I was able to force myself to do my
homework, I usually ended up getting
about three hours of sleep.
When I started falling asleep in my most
stimulating classes, I decided that caffeine
would be my new best friend. I found

myself drinking more and more coffee.
In one class, J never fail to nod off at
least once during the period, no matter
how many Mello Ycllos I have had that
day.
However, a good friend of mine who sits
next to me in that class has taken on the
duty of waking me up every time I nod ofT.
Now, do not get me wrong. I am not com·
plaining. I guess that I am just trying to
adjust to a basic fact of college life.
Maybe one day I will learn new ways to
manage my time.
Until then, I would like to say one thing
to all of the freshmen (and others) who
have found themselves in my predicament:
May the force be with you. Sweet
dreams.

Clinton supports
financial aid prog~arns
President Bill Clinton won support from many college
students Monday during his speech at Southern Illinois
University in Carbondale.
Many college students have to use financial aid programs to fmance their.education and Clinton's proposed
direct student loan plan•could be helpful.
The money would still come from the federal government. The only difference is that the money goes straight
to the student.
Recently the House of Representatives approved plans
to increase the size of Pell Grants by $100 to $2,440.
According to financial aid officers, that would eliminate
thousands of students from receiving the grant.
Without these grants and other programs, there wil be
a lot of students who will not have the chance to attend
college.
The reason so many would not receive the grants is
because they will decrea'se the number of grants distributed.
We hope that the Clinton administration will be able to
hold to the goal of keeping financial aid programs like
they are, and improve on them to better benefit college
students.

M~l NEWS
111 Wilson Hall
2609 Un iversity Station
Murray State University
Murray, Kentu cky 42071-3301

Eno.u gh of the O.J. trial
It has been a year now and it
is time for the O.J. saga to be
concluded.
I have gotten tired of it
because
of
In
how
much
money
is
My
being spent.
Opinion
M r .
Simpson will
have spent
his entire for·
tune on the
Dream Team
defense that
he has.
He has
M ICHAEL 0
a team of
)OHNSON
some of the
Viewpoint
best lawyers
Editor
in the country, and they are trying everything in their power to make
sure that he gets ofT.the hook.

Though they are doing everything in their power, they are
really enjoying all · of the air
time from the media.
I wonder just how much each
Dream Team lawyer is spending to look good everyday of the
week.
You know that they are not
going to wear the same suit
again in the same month.
Poor O.J. is at the end of his
rope, though. In a recent news
conference, it was mentioned
that O.J. is tired and discouraged, and feels that he will not
get an acquittal now.
After I have spent my millions on a defense team like
that, I had better get Ito's wife,
two weeks in the south of
France, acquitted and half my
money back for sitting there
everyday making stick people

and circles on a note pad for 13
months.
IfO.J. goes to jail, he had bet·
ter sing on whoever helped him
murder Ron and Nicole.
I don't care what anyone
says, he had some help in order
to kill both of them.
If O.J. is convicted, I believe
that if he really did it, he will
finally confess, and then he will
tell who helped him do it. He's
not going to go down by himself.
I have a lot of concern for Mr.
Simpson if he is convicted or
not. Here is a man who has lost
most of his fortune to his
defense team, his lucr ative contracts, and his image as he once
knew it.
Ifhe is not convicted and they
do find who really did it, I hope
that he sues the state of

California for every cent they
have. Then I want him to sue
the Dream Team to get half his
money back.
Unless he writes a tell-all
book, O.J. wil1 be lucky to still
have a million dollars after this
trial is over.
The main thing facing him, if
he is not convicted, though, is
his personal security.
I am afraid that some disgruntled viewer of the trial or a
member of one of the victims'
families will attempt to kill him
,and possibly succeed in doing
'
so.
Though I'm tired of the trial
and all the proceedings, I hope
that Mr. Simpson gets what he
deserves. He will get his freedom or a nice cold jail cell.
It's all up to the jury now. if
they can last long enough.

Jonathan Oliver
Editor in Chief

With the semester In its first few weeks,
have you found MSU a fun place to go to school? Why?
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Luke Windsor
Junior, Hopkinsville

Vanessa Ervtn
Freshman, Paducah

"Yes I have
found its fil.n
because you have
the opportunity to
meet sz many new
fzeop e, try new
t ings, joiTJ. clubs,
but rvo1! tmportant y t e opportun tty to
yoursel . "

('Yes, with all %the
activities avai able
on campus, hou can
find out w o you
really are and with
the variety of peoP..le
here, you can stdl
feel accepted no
matter who you
are."

fe

Jeff Hornak
Senior.Grand Haven,Mi.

Shellie Gary
Freshman, Madisonville

"Yes, because there

"Yes, I feel MS U is a
great place to
attend. It may be a
small school howeu·
er, each student has
the opportunity to
become active."

are a lot of friendly
people here. A lot of
people are excited
about the football
season."

Photos and interview~ by Kcltae Thomas
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Focus
How safe is MSU?

5

Anti-theft precautions
can help secure property
8 Y SCOTT NANNEY
SENIOit STAff WltiTEit

Even though Murray State University is located in the 11th safest city in the United States,
many students take their personal safety for
granted.
While some students take precautions against
theft and other crimes, MSU Public Safety
Lieutenant Investigator David DeVoss said others can be careless when it comes to reporting
crimes.
"One of the things that people don't do is call
us," he said. "When they see a crime happen,
they don't call us."
DeVoss said many crimes on campus could be
eliminated if people would take the time to
report them to the public safety office.
"We want to know what's going on on campus
and the problems students are having," he said.
"People see crimes everyday. We want people to
tell us what'~ going on so we can help them."
While there are no explanations for why people do not report crimes, DeVoss said be believes
the area's reputation plays a part in many people's concerns.
"The low rate of crime is attributed to the area
we live in," he said. "One of the reasons we're
such a safe campus is because we're in a rural
area. People are so relaxed in this environment.
Because we are so safe, people are often careless
in their behavior."
As a result of the low crime rate, DeVoss said
thefts are the most common crime committed on
the MSU campus.
''Theft is the biggest problem," he said. "We
don't have many serious crimes."

Because theft is a big problem, DeVoss said
students should take precautions against it.
One suggestion DeVoss makes is for students
to write down serial numbers from all of their
valuable items and to keep their windows and
doors locked.
"People need to be more careful," be said.
"They are too trusting. If something's not secure,
people will steal it. We want to reduce all crime
on campus."
Some anti-theft tips public safety suggests
include:
• Be certain that all doors are locked when
offices and residences are not occupied. An open
door is a tbiefs best friend. Even if you are going
out for only a few minutes, LOCK YOUR DOOR!
• At night, all office equipment- both personal and the University's - should be placed in a
locked desk or cabinet whenever possible. Items
such as typewriters and computers should be
bolted to desks. Money and stamps should be
stored in a locked cash box that is kept inside a
locked cabinet, desk or safe.
• Each office should have an inventory of both
the University's and personal property that are
kept on the premises. Serial numbers and other
identifying marks should be recorded to make
recovery and identification of stolen items easier. An up-to-date record of all equipment out for
repair or on loan should be kept.
• When in libraries or any other public place,
purses and wallets should not be left unattended
even for a few minutes. In the time it takes to get
a book or a meal, a purse or wallet can be stolen.
Faculty and staff members should lock valuables in their desks or closets. Valuable items
should never be left out in the open.

Andy lee/.Staff
Mike Kennedy, senior from Madiso nville, (left) checks Carrie C o tton's, senior from Madisonville,
identification. Race r Patro l members fulfill various tasks aro und t he campus to ensure safety.

Students feel safe, but isolated incidents arouse their concern
College Town. Crime

Bv T o M

KIMMEL

M ANAGING

Eonoa

Although MSU is often maligned by some students for its small
town atmosphere, MSU, does, however, have at least one
not·so-small benefit. Recent studies indicate that MSU has the
lowest crime rate of any college town in Kentucky and is 11th
lowest nationwide. Here is how other colleges compare:

Racer Arena can be a nice
place to run. It is an enclosed
area that most people would
consider safe, but one night it
may not have been.
*Beth was running in the
arena when she was startled to
see a man, wearing only a
clown mask, masturbating by
one of the two open doors.
"I just looked up and there be
was," she said. "I was less than
30 feet away."
The man was by the doorway
between the arena and the
library. Beth turned around
and ran back across the arena
to the door by the Curris
Center, the only other open
door.
..If there had been someone at
the other doorway, then I
would have been t rapped,"
Beth said. "It was a dangerous
situation from my perspective."
Beth ran around to the front
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'

If there had been
someone at the other
doorway then I would
have been trapped.

someone with me."
Certain areas of campus can
be scary. Merguzhis said the
one area that makes her feel
uneasy is the sidewalk between
the Curris Center and Cutchin

'

*Beth
of the building and got two
Racer Patrolmen. They called
Public Safety and an officer
was quickly on the scene.
However, the man in the
clown mask was nowhere to be
found.
It has only been a couple of
weeks and the incident is still
fresh in Beth's mind. While she
can joke about the incident
now, she has not been back in
Racer Arena and said she will
not return alone.
"Ever since the incident I

.

have been really paranoid,"
Beth said.

Field.

Eric Sweeney, sophomore
from Greenville, said he thinks
Murray is a safe place to live.
"I have never had any problems personally," he said. "I
know some people who bad
things happen Jike vehicle
break-ins but nothing has happened to me."
Even so, he still walks
women home at night. Just
because nothing has happened,
it does not mean that nothing
ever will.
"I might feel differently 'if
something ever happened to
me," Sweeney said.

Other people have been luckier.
Nikki Merguzhis, sophomore
from Marion, lll., said she has
never had a problem on
Murray's campus.
While she does not use the
Racer Escort Service, she is
careful not to walk alone on the
campus at night.
..Usually I find someone who
is leaving the same place I am," *Name has been changed to
Merguzhis said. "I always have protect. identity

Underappreciated?
Public Safety provides services to secure campus
ter," he said. "Many students use Racer Patrol to
take them off campus. It has been used more this
semester than the past two semesters."
On a campus where major criminal activity is
Any group or organization planning a social
a rarity, sometimes the people who are in charge event that requires public safety's services is pu t
under the special event details section. This serof keeping law and order are overlooked.
The duty of keeping the campus safe falls on vice will provide a police officer for an event only
the shoulders of the Murray State University if that event is first cleared by a department and
Public Safety Department.
the Office of Student Development prior to conSix major services make up the Public Safety tacting the Public Safety Office.
Department. Those services include motorist
Operation identification provides electric
assistance, an escort service, special event engravers, available on loan from the Public
details, Operation Identification, bike lockers Safety Office, to inscribe a person's social securiand parking and crime prevention.
ty number on any valuables they have. Inscribed
The motorist assistance program provides items are less attractive to prospective theives.
assistance to a person whose keys are locked · The bikes, lockers, lock and parking service
inside his car. An officer attempting to unlock a ensures that all bicycles on campus are equipped
vehicle will request the automobile's owner to with proper reflectors and other safety devices
sign a form relieving him of any damage or lia- and that they are safely stored in lockers or
bility during the process.
secured to parking racks (hitching posts).
Perhaps the most highly publicized program
A crime prevention service makes students
the department otTers is its escort service. This aware of their personal property such as books,
service provides Racer Patrol officers to escort radios, stereos, jewelry\ TVs, etc. so it can be
students to any point on campus. The service is kept safe. The department encourages everyone
available from 7 p.m. to 1 a.m.
to keep his room or vehicle locked and to avoid
Public Safety Department· Lieutenant keeping large sums of money on campus.
Investigator David DeVoss said the escort serPublic safety encourages anyone who is a vicvice is promoted each school year.
tim of a theft or any crime to contact the Public
"We emphasize the escort service every semes- Safety Department immediately at 762-2222.
BY ScoTT N ANNEY

SENIOR STAFF

wama

And y l ee/Staff

Nathanael Bazzell, junior from Kirksey, s urveys the Stewart Stadium pa rking lot fro m t he top of
the stadium building. Public Safety watche s ove r the parking lot In case of vandalism or a break-in.
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Elderhostel to focus on World War II experiences
The Murray State News
~ptember

subjects in many different
segment covering a different area of the Holocaust.
disciplines. Past topics ' '
are learning as a form of
The first session will look
include
archeological
The 50th anniversary of the end of digs,
at the Holocaust as histowork
studies,
World War II will be the subject of a famous museums and
recreation. They expect to be
ry by using examples
six-day program in Murray sponsored writing workshops.
from the Bible and the
by the Elderhostel organization.
The Elder hostel proinformed,"
' ' Middle Ages, in addition
Interested elders will gather Sept. 17- grams vary in cost accordto
more
modern
22 at Shoney's Inn on 641 in Murray ing to location and proinstances. He said he will
for the program.
gram activities, but most
Bill Schell
compare and contrast
U.S. sessions are approxithese events lo Nazi
Background
Elderhostel is a non-profit organiza- mately $300. Elderhostels - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Germany.
Schell was involved with the
The second day will compare the
tion that encourages learning for older are open to those 55 or over. Younger
Studies
Forum Holocaust with Stalin's purges, and
people. According to a publication dis- spouses may also attend, but they Humanistic
Committee's research last year on the the third day will deal with modern
tributed by the national office in must be at least 50 years of age.
WW IT and the Holocau st
Holocaust. He will speak on the and current related issues in
Boston, the programs are usually held
The upcoming Elderhostel in Holocaust and ethnic cleansing this Yugoslavia.
on college campuses, where partici"I hope it wiU be a good experience
pants attend lectures and workshops. Murray will feature lectures by year. He said Griffin contacted him
There are over 1,800 institutions in Winfield Rose, professor of political several months ago about giving lee- for them," he said.
Rose said his lectures will focus on
the Elderhostel program. The pro- science and criminal justice, and Bill tures for this Elderhostel.
Schell said he is anticipating vary- '"the aftermath of the war."
grams are held in 50 states and over Schell, assistant professor of history.
Former MSU faculty member Roy ing levels of education among the
"It will take different parts of the
45 countries. Last year, more than
world and discuss how the end of the
300,000 people participated in Davis will be leading a writing work· Elderhostel participants.
"They are learning as a form of war affected those areas," he said.
Elderhostels across the country and shop on war memories. Davis taught
Rose's lectures will cover subjects as
creative writing at MSU before open- recreation. They expect to be
around the world.
diverse as the outbreak of the Cold
John Griffin, coordinator for the ing a local business. He has partici- informed," he said.
Schell said his lecture series will be War, the rise of Castro, the Policy of
Center for Continuing Education, said pated in teaching and leading workconducted over three days, with each Containment, and the Vietnam War.
that Elderhostels cover a multitude of shops at other Elderhostels.
BY REBECCA DOUTT

STAff WRIT£11

"They

-GO RACERS!

15, 1995

Griffin said he was able to invite his
father, Tom, to speak at the
Elderhostel. The elder Griffin flew
with Jimmy Doolittle on the World
War II bombing raid over Tokyo.

Outside of class
Participants will have the opportunity to visit the National Boy Scout
Museum and participate in activities
there, including the current exhibit
''Scouting on the Homefront, 19411945." The itinerary also includes
opportunities to tour the MSU campus
and downtown Murray and Hazel.
Area residents who are eligible are
encouraged to register. Although the
program cost is $300, local residents
may provide their own housing and
attend for $110.
Another area Elderhostel will be
held at Kenlake Nov. 5-10. The theme
of the program is the second annual
"Scottish Heritage Week.''
Area residents may register for the
World War II Elderhostel at MSU by
calling (502) 762-2160 or stopping by
the office of community education, 207
Collins Center. Persons outside

Register to WIN two reserved seat
tickets for Allison Krause concert.
Tickets will be given away at 6 p.m. on
Friday, Sept. 15 in the University Bookstore.

!l~!y~rsity
Bookstore
2

762-4388
Hours: M - F 8 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Sunday 1 -6 p.m.

Stop by our music center
for all of your favorite
Allison Krause cassettes
or compact discs
*Poster giveaway with
purchase of CD or cassette*

GO RACERS!-----
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The Best 'flay To Save Money
On Stuff (Other Than Borrowing
Your Roommate's). Roommates te11d to get a little
weird when you borrow their stuff. (They're funny like that.) Better to get
yourself a MasterCard!) card. Then you could u se it to
s&~la
DODO·

buy the things you really want. And with these

SANOY.

College M asterValues<& coupons, you'll save up to 40%. And until you get your
own place, it's the sn1artest thing you can do. Roommates are w eird e11ough

It~ more than a credit card. It's smart money." -
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Dating on a budget easy to do with creativity
present an MSU id receive free admission.
The company will perform "Oleanna," a play
about sexual harassment and political correctExpenses in college can amount to enormous
ness, Sept. 29-30.
debts. Between paying off those college loans,
People who like good food can hold a pot luck
buying an occasional Big Mac and a new shirt or
cookout with other couples. Each couple can
two, money is tight.
bring a different part of the meal.
Here are some tips on how to create the perfect
~~~~ If a couple would like to spend a quiet evening
night with that special someone for under $10.
......,.c-·-= at home, they can rent a movie and fix a nice dinThe newsroom has compiled a list of activities
~;;::~ ncr. Hamburger Helper is usually easy to make.
for those students who live on a tight budget and
Classic date movies include ..Casablanca" and
still wish to date.
"Sleepless in Seattle."
Students can find many enjoyable activities in
On the weekends, there are a number of activand around Murray State during the semester.
ities couples can do despite the "Suitcase
Cinema International, a campus group which
College" reputation the university has.
presents foreign films, often has movies in its
The Land Between the Lakes is located about
program of events such as "The Wedding
thrity miles from the campus and offers a wide
Banquet," to be shown Sept. 21-23. The movie is
variety of outdoor activities.
free.
Picnics at either Lake Barkley or Kentucky
Cheri Theatre, located on Chestnut Street,
Lake make good day trips. Hiking trails, mounoffers a lower admission cost on Tuesday and
tain bike trails, the wildlife center and planetarWednesday nights. A movie ticket is only $2.50
ium provide hours of physical fun.
with an MSU id, rather than the full admission and another on children's toys.
Hazel, located about 10 miles south of Murray,
holes. Games are inexpensive.
price of $4.25.
is a great place to explore old antique shops and
For the more adventurous dates, students may
Sullivan's Par 3 Golf and Sports Center has an shop.
Dairy Queen, located on Main Street, is also a
visit
the
Nationai
Museum
of
the
Boy
Scouts
of
18-hole
golf course. A nine hole game costs $3
local hangout where couples can purchase ice
Dates can always travel to The Kentucky Oaks
America.
It
offers
tours
and
an
obstacle
course.
and
a
full
18-hole game costs $5. It also has a Mall in Paducah for dinner and window shopcream cones and hot dogs for a reasonable price.
Sporting pairs may want to visit Maggie's miniature golf course and batting cages.
For the couple who enjoys visiting the past, the
ping.
The MSU Theatre and Dance Company will
Wrather West Kentucky Museum offers several Jungle Golf in Draffenville, near Benton. Large
Dating on a budget can be exciting as wen as
exhibits, including one on Civil War artifacts apes and elephants guard the miniature golf present seven shows this season. Students who enjoyable with a little creativity.

Bv M ANDY

W OLF

COUECE LIFE EDITOR

Decoration adds personality, pizzazz to dorm room
BY KATIE THOMAS
STAFF WRITER

Are you one of those people
who think an empty dorm room
looks Jike a hospital room?
There are a lot of things that
you can do to tum that boring
place into the coolest room on
campus.
Decorating your room does
not take a lot of hard thought,
just a little creativity. With
some help from Wal-Mart and
Terrapin Station, your room
can look 110% better.
Here is a list of decorating
ideas compiled by MSU students:
• Put glow in the dark stars
on your ceiling to cover t~ose
beautiful water stains.
• Posters of all kinds, party
pictures and Murray State banners are a must to cover up the
very bare walls.
• Add some life to your room
with live plants, flowers and
goldfish.
• Lava lamps bring back a
taste of the '70's.
• Plastic shelves and milk
crates, commonly referred to as
Yaffa Blocks, are great for creating a lot of space out of a little area.
•Need even more space? Try
putting your bed up on concrete
blocks. Cement blocks can be

found downtown at Fitts Block
and Ready Mix Inc.
• Coordinating bedspreads,
pillows, rugs and curtains with
your roommate can make you
feel more at home.
• Do you have friends visiting
from oul of town and have no
idea where to put them?
Futons and fold out chairs,
which can be found at WalMart are a great way to provide an overnight guest with a
place to sleep.
• Disco balls and strobe lights
offer a little bit of pizzazz to a
boring room.
• Black lights make an interesting light to study by. You
can get these lights at Terrapin
Station for around $4.
Black light poster also create
an interesting effect in a room.
• Halogen lights can brighten
any dimly lit room.
• Deflated balloons and dried
bouquets of flowers are excellent to hang on the walls.
• Depending on how your
room is arranged, some rooms
are large enough for bean bags,
old couches and lounges.
•Another favorite seems to be
crushed beer can mobiles hanging from the ceiling. These can
be make by crushing cans and
hanging them from strings.
• Put favorite comic strips
and quotations all over your

closet doors.
• Use colorful contact paper to
cover ugly closet doors and
sinks.
• Put
wallpaper
border
around the top of your room.
•Christmas string lights can
accent a room's ceiling.
•Stuffed animals can brighten any room. Hang them from
the walls or use a "pet net," a
net that hangs in the corner of
the room, to collect the toys.
• For the nautical look, hang
fish netting on the walls and
use "spool" tables.
• Make one wall a cut ·out collage by using photos and phrases from magazines that
describe your personalities.
Add to it as the school year goes
by, and the wall will become
full.
Finding the money to furnish
residence hall rooms is not difficult. Most of the items are
inexpensive or free.
•The Church of Christ Free
Store is a great place to start
finding old furniture.
This is also great for first
time apartment people. The
store, located on 641 South
across from Taylor Street,
offers free furniture and other
furnishings. It is open on
Tuesday and Thursday from
·
noon to 4:30 p.m..
•Thelma's Bargain Bin is

Scott Nanney/ Staff
W ith a little bit of creativity. anyone can give dress up a boring dorm room. This room In Regents
Hall shows how the students have give n it their own personal touch.

also a wonderful place for those
little things to decorate with at
very low prices! It is located at
1109 Pogue Avenue, Murray.
• Hazel (about 10 miles south
of Murray on 641) is a great
place to buy old items, such as
antique vases, old kitchen table

settings and picture frames.
There are a few rules and
regulations
set
by
the
Univeristy.
According to the Housing
Office, students cannot paint
their rooms or build their own
bunk beds. If you wish to con-

serve space by bunking the
beds, you can get them from
Housing for about $20 a semestcr.
College can be your home
away from home, so have fun
decorating and most importantly, be creative!

Center offers support groups Waldman visits international
conference in Czech Republic

Bv StONE

feelings and positive sides of this disorder.
Beginning Sept. 19, the center will also offer
a ten-week assertiveness training group. The
For the second semester the Counseling and program will assist people in learning effective
Testing Center is offering a support group for ways to express their feelings, views and opinstudents with Attention Deficit Disorder
ions as well as, ways to deal with conflicts.
The neurological condition, also referred to
The goal of the group is to help people gain
as ADD, is present in approximately five to 10 self-esteem and confidence in expressing thempercent of the population.
selves effectively.
the
According
to
The center is also offerCounseling and Testing ,.-~"'"c""
.......- - - - - - - -- - -.... ing a therapy group for
Center, the disorder
adult children of dysfuncaffects both learning and
tional families.
behavior.
The group will address
Here are the meeting times
Frequent symptoms of
issues
relevant to adult
and places of several helpful
ADD include disorganichildren
of alcoholics and
support groups here on
zation, mood swings and
individuals
who were emoQ~:Unpus:
high distractability.
tionally and physically
Assertiveness Training Group
Forty to 60 percent of
abused during childhood.
Room 301, Tuesday, Ordway Hall,
children diagnosed with
Some topics covered by the
the disorder continue to
12:30 - 1:20 p.m.
group will be self- esteem,
suffer symptoms into
ADD Suppo~ Group
anger management, shame
adulthood.
Room 301, Monday, Ordway Hall,
and guilt.
The support group's
3:00 - 4:00 p.m.
Individuals interested
goal is to develop a better
General Psychotherapy Group in the therapy sessions
undert;tanding of ADD
Room 410, Wednesday, Wells Hall,
should
contact
the
and to find ways inte11 :00 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.
Counseling and Testing
grating the diagnosis into
Adult Children of
center to schedule and
one's identity. The group
Dysfunctional Families
interview.
plans to explore strateTo be discussed at interviews
A general psychotheragies for coping with idenpy group is being offered
tified problems related to
for people who are experiChad E. Holder/Graphics Editor encing feelings of deprestheir disorder.
The group will discuss
sion or anxiety.
ways to improve time management, study
The group is aimed at helping those who
skills, development of techniques for managing repeatedly find themselves dissapointed or in
stress and find ways to assertively approach hurtful relationships.
the learning environment.
Those wishing to take part in sessions should
The support group is designed to assist stu- schedule an appointment with Jane Etheridge
dents in recognizing and confront the negative in the Counseling and Testing Center.
H UTCHISON

A5SISTANT COlLEGE LIFE EDITOR
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bridge business education and MSU on Communicating in the
businesses on an international International Environment.
basis. It also seeks to increase
Waldman said the countries
While most of us stayed in multi-cultural
awareness who send delegates to the conthe United States this summer, among participants.
ference are primarily from
a Murray State professor travWaldman said the conference western Europe and North
eled to the Czech Republic to dealt with business education America, although eastern
study international business.
and related issues and con- Europe and Asia are becoming
Lila Waldman, assistant pro- cepts.
better represented over the
fessor for the department of
years.
"At each location we always
business
administration, learn about the history and
She said there are currently
attended
the
Business business in that country," no member nations from Asia
Education
International Waldman said.
or South America.
Conference this summer in
She
said
the
session
provided
"People attend from Asia.
Prague.
several choices for lectures and and I have seen people from
Waldman served as a voting discussions, including subjects South America before at the
delegate for the United States such
as
"Implementing conference, but not this year,"
during the conference in the International Activities in the Waldman said.
Czech Republic July 23-29.
Classroom" and "Women in
Waldman said she and her
Waldman has been a member Russia."
husband stayed after the conof the International Society of
Waidman said many of the ference and extended their trip
Business
Education
(the issues discussed, including to Poland, where they met with
Societe lnternationale pour areas such as equipment, com- several people from other
l'Enseignement Commercial) munication, and technology, schools.
for several years and has are very similar among the
The trip was very enjoyable,
attended the annual confer- countries represented at the
she
said.
ences for over ten years.
conference despite the vast dif"Prague is a really beautiful
The SIEC was established in ferences among their customs.
city,"
she said. "The country is
"I am always very surprised
Zurich, Switzerland, in 1901 to
doing
well since the change in
help establish and develop at the similarities," Waldman
government,
especially in free
business education around the said.
and
education."
enterprise
world. There are now 18 memWaldman said the trip will
The 1996 conference will be
ber nations, including the help her in the classroom and
United
States,
Canada, has given her experience inter- held in Orlando, Florida in
England, Germany, Spain, and acting with people from other July. Waldman said she does
Switzerland. The purpose of cultures. She said it also bene- not know whether she will
Lhe organization is to help fits her in teaching her class at attend.
B Y R EBECCA

Doun

STAFF WRITER

'
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Two students beam into .....----------------,
international trekkie club
BY MARTHA DRIVER
REPORTER

Two Murray State students of the local Star
Trek club, Space Station Nikola Tesla, were
installed in the month-old United Federation of
Planets Internationale, an international Star
Trek club, on Sept. 5, at the Calloway County
library.
Jill Bullen, a graduate student from Murray,
and Matthew Rasnake, senior from Princeton,
were sworn in to serve on the UFPI council.
First
Officer
and
Chief
Bullen,
Communications Officer, said she and Rasnake
were asked to be on the council due to their proximity to the president of UFPI.
Rasnake and Bullen are members of three
international clubs: Star Fleet International,
Alpha Quadrant and UFPI.
Meetings of the local club are held the first
Tuesday and the third Monday of each month at
7 p.m. at the Calloway County Library.
We're doing well, but are always hoping for
more members," Bullen ·said.
The local club has 29 members and membership is not restrictive.
Anyone can join," Ras~ke said, "We're just

Scott Nanney/ Staff
Bullen and Matthew Rasnake are inducted
into a month-old international Star Trek club.

Jill

like everybody else and every other organization."
It's fun and I love it," said local member Mike
Cantrell, junior from Murray.
"The first meeting is a business meeting and
we discuss what we're going to do the rest of the
month, and the other meeting is a social thing
and we get together as a group, eat, play games,
watch episodes and just try to have fun,"
Rasnake said.

Katie Thomas/Staff
Fraternities post their Interfraternity Council rush posters on a billboard in the center of cam·
pus. Fraternity rush began Sept. IO and bids will be handed out on Sunday.
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Racers p oised for SEMO
Nutt wants to limit turnovers, keep defense hungry c:lfter 2-0 start
B Y M IKE 0HSTROM
SPORTS EDITOR

Ranked 24th in this week's
Division I-AA Top 25 football
poll by The Sports Network,
the Murray State Racers look
to go 3-0 for the first time since
1984 when they host Southeast
Missouri State Saturday at
Stewart Stadium.
The Racers are coming home
from a dominating road trip,
beating their first two foes by a
combined score of 70-17. The
national ranking is MSU's first
since 1984, when the Racers
went 9-2 under head coach
Frank Beamer.
With a win against Western
Kentucky, and Saturday's 35-3
thrashing of Southern illinois
in Carbondale, Ill., the squad
has been impressive in every
way, gaining 6.68 yards per
play on offense and limiting the
opposition to 3.7 yards per
offensive play.
Head coach Houston Nutt is
pleased with his team's efforts,
even though the offensive unit
stalled in the second quarter
against SIU.
"Our defense got us in position to be ahead 21-0 at halftime, but we had turnovers and
didn't capitalize," Nutt said. "I
said, 'Let's stop shooting ourselves in the foot.' We gave it to
the offensive line and David
(McCann) went wild."
McCann, a 5'11", 210-pound
junior
fullback
from
Elizabethtown, gained 103
yards on 12 attempts against
the Salukis for two touchdowns, but most of the credit
goes to the offensive line, which
manhandled SIU defenders in
the second half.
"The weekend before, we. ran
outside," said Mike Ruppe, a
6'1", 290-pound left guard from
Danville, Ala. "They (SIU)

never saw David go up the middle, and we knew we could
always go back to that.''
Senior tailback Derrick
Cullors, who gained only 46
yards on 17 carries, and junior
quarterback Mike Cherry
struggled against the Salukis.
SIU was prepared for the outside run and the passing game,
intercepting two Cherry passes
in the second quarter. But
wide receiver Kwabene Idlette,
a 6'0", 180-pound senior from
Fort Myers, Fla., said that most
teams will not be able to keep
the 6'4", 220-pound native of
Texarkana, Ark. down for long.
"In the first half, they <SIU)
were keying on Cherry," said
Idlette, who caught two passes
for 56 yards against SIU. "But
when we ran it up their throat,
it opened up the passing game
at the end.
"Mike is a good quarterback.
He doesn't get discouraged, and
he did a good job to lead us in
the second half."
The defense was devastating,
shutting down a Saluki attack
that outscored SEMO in Cape
Girardeau, Mo. by a score of 3027. Linebackers David Vaughn
and Jerome Warren paced the
Racers in holding SIU to 28
yards rushing.
Vaughn, a 6'1", 215-pound
redshirt
freshman
from
Tallahassee, Fla., tied for team
honors with six tackles, sacking
SIU backup quarter back
Danny Smith and forcing a
fumble on the play, which was
recovered by senior defensive
end Jeff ~ornak.
Vaughn gives credit to the
defensive line in helping him
step up in place of injured
senior Lamond Dean, who will
not see action against t he
Indians because of a bruised
knee suffered in the 35-14 rout

.

Coach Nutt's Chalkboard
How MSU running back Derrick Cullors haa broken free for 206 yards and three
touchdowns in two games:

BY MIKE 0HSTROM

With back-to-back wins after dropping
its first three matches to tough non-conference opponents, the Murray State volleyball team has overcome its early-seasonjitters to prove itself as a clear contender for
the 1995 Ohio Valley Conference crown.
Head coach Brenda Bowlin has pushed
her squad through injury troubles and a
case of the butterflies to a convincing 15-5,
15-9, 15-7 victory over Tennessee State
Tuesday night in Nashville Tenn. for the
Racers' first OVC win.
The team returned from last weekend's
Graphics Systems Classic in M.emphis,
Tenn., where they fell 15-10, 15-12, 15-11

Last Saturday, the Dallas
Cowboys and their maverick
owner Jerry Jones came out
winners in the sweepstakes
for Pro Bowl cornerback
D e i o n ,..._.._ _ _.....,.

MSU Offense

On the '70Sit PlaY: the'l&-pitch·~:Jbe QB and reads his blocks. The FB aims to push the
SS outs~·~·~
~"e bfoefc. The offensive Une surges In the direction
of the play, ~.~
H&IJiij tfle DLato'thtflhslde before reaching the pursuing LBs.
Chad E. Holder/Graphics Editor

of the Hilltoppers Aug. 31 in squad have st ruggled with
defending the run and getting
Bowling Green.
"I really have to commend their own ground game establinemen,• lished, but the Indians do feat he
defensive
Vaughn said. "Linebackers are ture powerful 1994 OVC firstonly as good as the defensive team running back Kelvin
line, and our line allowed our "Earthquake" Anderson.
outside linebackers to come
"They've been struggling, but
free and make some big plays.'' it (the start of the conference
Warren, a 6'0", 200-pound schedule) is a new slate," Nutt
redshirt
freshman
from said. "We have to play our best
Hickman, intercepted a Smith ballgame, not turn the ball over
pass and returned it 27 yards and keep playing that Racer
swanning defense."
for the Racers' final score.
Despite SEMO's 0-2 st art
The Racers defeated the
after Saturday's 38-14 loss to Indians 23-16 1ast year in Cape
Eastern lllinois in Charleston, Girardeau, Mo. The MSU
Ill., Nutt is wary of the Indians. defense, without All-OVC
SEMO finished third in the defensive end Antho~ Hutch,
Ohio Valley Conference last held Anderson to 92 yards on
year with a 7-5 record, going 5- 24 r ushes. McCann ran 26
yards for t he winning score
3 against OVC competition.
with
1:17 left, and the defense
1994 conference Coach of the
Year J ohn Mumford and his kept SEMO from scoring.

to Mississippi and 15-8, 15-9, 16-14 to
Memphis before defeating Illinois-Chicago
8-15, 15-13, 15-12, 16-14.
"I just think we're trying to handle one
match at a time and improve in every
match," Bowlin said. "We've had a tough
non-conference schedule before, and the
kids are used to it and they understand
why we do it.''
, Stephanie Diebold has made an immediate impact for the Racers, earning the first
1995 OVC Freshman of the Week award.
The 5'10" middle hitter from Louisville
leads the conference with 1.38 blocks per
game and ranks fourth in the league with
3.46 kills per game. After four games, she
held team highs with 45 kills and 18 blocks
while playing with a slight hamstring pull.

Racers Spank Salukla
MSU won big again last weekend
With a 36-3 rout of Southern lllnois
lJniversity in Carbondale. The
R8C8I8 are now 2-o and wiD face
SOUtheast Missouri In Murray
tornonaw. Here's the scoring
btiNdown from last weekend:
1 2 3 4 Tot.

MSU 7
SIU

0

0 7 21 35
3 0 0 3

MSU (2-o)

SIU

(1·1)

Scoring Rundown:
MSU-Mc:Cann
MSU-Wanan Z1 yd.lntercepllon
for TO (011 kick good)
Scuce: MSU
Chad E. Holder/Graphics Edilor

Also recovering from injuries is senior
Bonnie Bagninski. Bagninsk.i, a 5'8" outside hitter from Palos Hills, Ill., is almost
back to full strength after reaggravating a
stomach muscle she pulled her sophomore
season. Bagninski played on the back row
against TSU, tallying three kills and six
digs, but should return to the front line at
the Northeastern lllinois Invitational this
weekend in Chicago.
Bowlin is focused on taking a big step in
the remaining eight games of the team's
current road trip, especially to get all of
her players at the same level of intensity.
"We want to have consistent play from
everyone," Bowlin said. "We need to continue playing as a team and be aggressive
on the court."

Racers Win Bis!
The Lady Racer volleyball team
got its first conference win and
second win overall with a win over
the Tennessee StateTigers.
Here's how the scoring went:

ITSU
MBU

1

2

15
5

15

MSU (2-3, 0.1 OVC)

9

3

~51

TSU (0·8)

MSU Team Leaders:
Kill• Stephanie Diebold (13)
Aasls1s· Kristi Hoffman (27)

Aces- Stephanie Diebold (3)
Digs- Jill Kennedy~~
Blocka- Stephanie
(1 .5)

Source: MSU Athletics
Chad E. Holder/Graphics Editor

Cross country teams run
to 3rd, 4th in Memphis
McKinney, Thomas continue to give top solo efforts ;
big freshman recruiting class demonstrates poten tial
pants, including fres hman
Brad Mason in 16th place,
The Murray State men's and junior Larry Garner in 22nd
women's cross country teams place and junior Chris Ruga in
placed third and fourth, respec- 25th place. The Racers fi nished
tively,
in
the
Plough behind Arkansas-Little Rock
Invitational at Shelby Farms and host team Memphis.
Saturday in Memphis, Tenn.
Leading the charge for the
Jason McKinney, a sopho- Lady Racers was senior
more from Georgetown, ill., fin- Charmaine Thomas of St.
ished second in the four-mile J ohn's, Antigua, who won
men's run with a time of thir d-place honors with a time
21:16.7. McKinney fe ll short to of 12:03.4 on t he two-mile
race winner Kristian Keller of course. Making their debut for
Arkansas-Little Rock, who won the women's team were freshin 20:53.2.
men Laura Bohannon, who
Also helping the Racers move placed 13th, and Renee Haley,
to the head of the pack was who finished 25th.
freshman Jeremy Sobecki of La
Arkansas-Little Rock also
Porte, Ind., who came in eighth claimed the women's contest,
place with a time of 22:13.
outrunning the Lady Racers by
The men's squad had three 77 points. Mississippi and
more competitors finish in the Rhodes College claimed second
top 25 out of the 64 partici- and third place, respectively.
STAFF REPORT

Danny Voweli/Photo Editor

Jason Mc Kinney, a sopho m o r e cro ss co untry runner from
Ge orgetown, Ill., stretches before practice at Stewart Stadium.

1

for
Dei on
Cowboys get
S a nder s to
combat 49ers

Volleyball team regains winning form
SPORTS WRITFR

Dallas
primed

Interim head coach Rachelle
Roberts was pleased with her
squads' all-around performances, both from the leaders
and the new recruits.'
"I was really happy with our
opening meet," Roberts said.
"Thomas
and
McKinney
stepped up and had a good
showing, and for their first collegiate meet, the newcomers all
had good races. We had a great
start to the season."
MSU will head to Bowling
Green Saturday to compete in
the
Western
Kentucky
Invitational. Opponents in the
meet will include Kentucky,
Eastern Kentucky, Georgia,
Tennessee-Martin, Belmont,
Tennessee State and Southern
Indiana. The men will race on
the five-mile course, while the
women will run five kilometers.

Sanders. SPORTS ·
But
the
acquisi- TALK
tion
did ~-----.....o-4
not come Scon
without a NANNEY
lofty price ' - - - - - ---'
tag - a $25 mil1ion, sevenyear contract that included a
$12 million signing bonus.
The great length to which
Jones went to sign the superstar was a surprise to no one,
but Sander's on-field exploits
will tell the owner whether
or not his deal paid ofT. After
all, the only reason Jones
insisted
upon
signing
Sanders was to lure him
away from the defending
Super Bowl champion San
Francisco
49ers,
the
Cowboys' opponent jn the
last
three
NFC
Championship games.
Even though some lhink
Sanders' contract is ridiculous, Jones' decision will pay
big dividends for his
Cowbol! in the end:.
Despite all of the marketing idoas that will stem from
San<iers putting on a Dallas
uniform after the San
F rancisco Giants' baseball
season. a Cowboys team that
lost some key players in the
ofT-season will gain a
tremendous boost from the
flamboyant two-sport athlete
known as "Prime Time".
The loss of Sanders to the
49cr defensive unit will
become a big key in the battle for the right to play in
Super Bowl XXX.
One of the top pass defenders in the league. Sanders
provided leadership to the
San Francisco defense. His
performance against thenCowboy receiver Alvin
Harper in last year's NFC
Championship was a huge
factor in the Niners' 38-28
victory.
Sanders bolsters the powerful Cowboy defense, featuring fearsome pass-rushing end Charles Haley. His
arrival nlso improves Dallas'
secondary.
The move also provides the
Cowboys with immediate
help at wide receiver in the
absence of Harper, a part of
Sanders' repertoire that was
not utilized by the 49crs last
year. The usc of Sanders as a
third-down receiver gives
quarterback Troy Aikman
another target to complement
All-Pro
tailback
Emmitt Smith, and it takes
the rece1vmg load off
Michael Irvin.
Another key to the DallasSan Francisco rivalry will be
Sanders' play against aUworld Wlde receiver Jerry
Rice. Sanders' speed represents a challenge to Rice
because rarely does an NFL
cornerback ever surpass him
with
quickness.
This
matchup could give Rice
headaches.
While the kind of impact
Sanders will have on this
year's race for the Vince
Lombardi Trophy is still
undecided, early indications
give the Cowboys the nod on
returning to the Super Bowl.
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MSU drives to 2nd in season opener Sports
Notebook
STAFF REPORT

The Murray State men's golf team started its fall schedule with a second-place fmish at the 16-team Capital Bank
Invitational last weekend in Jackson, Mo.
The Racel'B, who were tied for first after
Friday's 306 score, shot a 313 Saturday to
finish with a 619 for the tournament.
Morehead State won with a 604 (306-298).
"We enjoyed playing for first instead of
playing for tenth," said head coach Buddy

Hewitt. "It feels good.playing for a winning
number. A second-place trophy is better
than no trophy at all."
Adam Grogan, a sophomore from
Murray, led the Racers with a 150 (74-76),
good for fourth place on the individual
leader board. Matt Adams, a sophomore
from Walpole, Mass., shot a 153 (74-79)
and finished lOth overall.
"Adam Grogan and Matt Adams did good
jobs for us," Hewitt said. "Justin Beebe
really came through with a 76 in the sec-

ond round on Saturday, and that's what it
takes; a good team effort all the way
through the lineup."
O.J. Lancaster, a senior from Mayfield,
fired. a 159 <77-82), while Beebe, a sophomore from Crystal Lake, Ill. had a total of
160 (84-76). Brian Duckwall, a junior from
Hillsboro, Ohio, added a 165 (81-84).
The Racers will host the McDonald's.
Peoples First Intercollegiate Tournament
today and Saturday at Miller Memorial
Golf Course.

Lady Racers serve three ntatches in Evansville
B v B RIAN SMITH
STAff WRITtR

The Murray State women's
tennis team gets its fall season
underway this weekend with
matches against Indiana State,
Evansville and Louisville in
Evansville, Ind.
Head coach Connie Keasling,
who is starting her third year
at Murray State, has a very

optimistic outlook for this
year's team. Keasling plans to
use the fall schedule as a time
for the team to get match experience, as well as to tune up
and peak in time for conference
action in the spring.
The Lady Racers return all of
the players from the 1994-95
campaign, including top seed
Renea Cates , a junior from
Central City.

Keasling is looking for her
squad of four juniors and three
sophomores to step up and play
a big part on this year's team.
She hopes they will help the
team's two freshmen adjust.
"Strength-wise, doubles has
to be a big factor this year,"
Keasling said. "We have experience in the doubles from
Martha
Zimmer,
Angela
Brooks, Renea Cates and

PERSONALS

PERSONALS

HELP WANTED

WANTED M. Stambaugh and
L. Hamm AKA THE LOAFER
LIFTERS. YOU WILL BE
PUNISHED!

Thanks Pikes and our coaches.
We had a blast at Coaches party
and Pig Out! You guys know
how to make AOO 's feel like the
BEST! Let's Pig Out together
next year. Love Aon

Earn $2500 & Free Spring
Break Trips! Sell 8 Trips & Go
Freel Best Trips & Prices!
Cancun, Jamaica. Florida!
Spring Break Travel! 1-800678-6386

To AI.A's New Members: Yoor
new sisters are so proud of you
guys!Keep up the great world
We love you!

SPRING BREAK '96- SELL
TRIPS, EARN CASH & GO
FREE!II Student Travel is
now hiring campus represen·
tatives. Lowest rates to
Jamaica, Cancun, Daytona
and Panama City Beach. Call
1-800·648-4849.

Violets to Kraemer- At.n
member of the weeki Snicker.
snicker- Oh, I mean
congratulations! n love
TRACY
Congratulations toTricia Richerson- Alpha Sigma Alpha's
Active of the Month. Love In
ASA, Your Sisters.
Some call him Say. But really
It's See. On this day, 40 he'll
' be. At scheduling games, he
can take the Heat. When lt·
comes to Storms, they will be
beat. AbOut thiS birthday, have
no fears, we plan to keep you
a few more years. Love,,
bebbie, Ryan, Emily

I love my "outstanding• roommates! P.S. Cats with no hair!
Mr. Snakpak- When Is Thanks·
giving Day? From your little
chjckep

FOR RENT
Nice 2 BR apt. across from Business Building. Call 753-7397
after5p.m.

FOR SALE

May the four winds blow you
safely home.

Beige and Brown Early Amerl·
can Couch $160 or best offer
753-2964

Chad, Ally notebook will do.
Please stop scouring the
earth.

1988 Audl sooos Excellent
condition $4,300. 753-3293 after6 p.m.

Babys1tter needed during
church service, background
check. Call evenings 4748541
Make money for your club,
organization, or self. Sell
beautiful Guatemalan vests
and backpacks. Buy at very
low rates and sell for big
profitS. For more Information:
Primitives, P.O.Box3458
C8rbondale, IL 62901

M~ NEWS
CLASSIFIED AD POLICY
Deadline......Wednesday noon
Hours: Monday-Friday 8:30-4:30
Closed on weekends and holidays

Deanna Carroll."
Keasling has started the
team in match play, focusing on
doubles before bringing them
into tournaments, where they
can concentrate on singles.
When the Lady Racers play
this weekend, Keasling thinks
that starting off with doubles
and being in condition gives
them an advantage over their
future opponents.

HELP WANTED
Part-time job 12 to 6 p.m.
FIVe days a week Mon.-Fri.
$7 per hour. Send resume
to: P.O Box 1493 Murray,
KV. 42071
$1000 FUNDRAISER
Fraternities, Sororities &
Student Organizations.
You've seen credit card
fundralsers before, but
you've never seen the
Cltibank fundraiser that pays
$5.00 per application. Call
Donna at 1-800.932..0528
ext. 65. Qualified caners
receive a FREE camera.

NOTICE
The MSU Lesbian and Gay
Student Group meets weekly.
Come out and join us! An offi·
clally recognized student
group. For more info cal 7624723

Jl

i~

FRESHMAN

Students wanted to promote
the most killer Spring Break
Trips on campus. Earn high
$$ commissions and tree
tripsll Must be outgoing and
creative. Call Immediately 1·
800-SURFS·UP.

ROOMMATES
Two female roommates
needed for NICE four bedroom
apartment. Cheap rent. Call
753-0218

~'~
- ..-It:::;;:~

Don't
forget to
vote for
Freshman
senators!

NO ADS WILL BE ACCEPTED OVER THE PHONE.

Ads may be mailed along with payment to:
Classlfleds Department,
The Mu"ay State News, 2609 University Station
Murray, Kentucky 42071

A

o

PERSONALS
ROOMMATES
8USINESS
SERVICES

There will be a Tailgate Party
before the football game
on Sept. 16 in the
Stewart Stadium parking lot. ·
After the game come to the
Street Dance next to Hart Hall
from 10 p.m. - Midnight

FOR RENT

FOR SAl£
HELP WANTED
LOST &FOUND
RIDES
MISC.

NOTICE

Peppermill's

r

n

L\

THANK YOO PI KAPPA ALPHA
FOR A GREAT PIG OOT.

gourmet ~ gift shoppe

A
0

Now open at our new location

126 Market House Square

n

WE HAD A BLAST

A

"
••

r.
r.
A

Or come visit us in Murray

r.

928 S. 12th St. Bel Air· Center

A
AOn "£"£"£ ALA AMI Afl\

"Peppermill's...always in 8ood taste"

Love - MSO SORORITIES

A
L\

n
ALA

A~n Ar~

in historic downtown Paducah
Gourmet coffee (iS tea * Fresh ch~
Kitchenware * China (iS Qy8ta1 * Culinary accessorie6l
Uni~ely traditional gift!
Gourmet. gift bMkets * Briaal ~tly

r.

Love, A((J)lfli

RATES
Wrth MSU 10: 15e per word Without MSU 10: 20e per word
OVER 20 WORDS
With MSU 10: 1Oe per word Without MSU 10: 15e per word

A

A

The Murray State News
VICKIE,
You are the best! Thanks for
all you have done/ We couldn't ask
for a better adviser! We love you.

Halrcare Hotline Free advice
on beauty problems, haircare
and styling, men's grooming
753·7455

A"'.A AMI Arl\ AOn "£"£"£ ALA AMI Afl\

r.
r.
r.

Cha.r maine Thomas and Chris Warren have been
named as the Racers of the Week.
Thomas, a senior from St. John's, Antigua, continued her ·
success from the 1995 track season by placing third to
guide the Murray State women's cross country team at the
Plough Park Invitational Saturday in Memphis, Tenn. Thomas
completed the two-mile run in a time of 12:03.4 as the Lady
Racers finished in fourth place behind Arkansas-Little Rock,
Mississippi, and Rhodes College.
Vaughn, a 6'1 ", 215-pound redshirt freshman linebacker
from Tallahassee, Fla., was a key figure in the Murray State ·
football team's 35-3 victory over Southern Illinois Saturday
in Carbondale, Ill. Vaughn led the stifling Racer defensive
unit with six tackles in his first collegiate start, replacing
senior linebacker Lamond Dean, who suffered a bruised
knee in the season opening 35-14 win at Western Kentucky.
Vaughn also sacked Saluki quarterback Danny Smith for a
I 0-yard loss, forcing a fumble that senior defensive end Jeff '
Hornak recovered.

"£

Anyone interested in participatingin
the following club athletics please
Campus Recreation at
• 6791.

rl

occer
Field Hockey
Lacrosse

WELCOME
BACK
SPECIAL!
t7=
SENIORS
.
r-----------------------,

Rugby

'
'

STANDOUT IN
THE
MARKET PLACE

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Feed a Friend for FREE

Buy ONE Platters Grande' Meal,
and get a second meal F.REE
•Fru mtel alfet mUll b~ same ot les1 In price. Umlt m~ coupon per
CUikmer per Vlllt.

Not good with any other CCJUP.Oil or discount. Oood
only • pettlclpatlng TIICO John's ,....ureru. fJrpra 9130195

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

L-----------------~-----~

In a competitive marketplace, who would you
hire if all else were equal, someone with
a master's degree of someone without one?
Join the growing number of students entering graduate
study at Murray State.
Give yourself a better opportunity fur:
1.
2.

career

Greater flexibility and more rapid
advancement.
A higher beginning salary that remains
with you throu out our careers.

Open Sunday· Thursday 10 a.m . · 11 p.m.
Friday and S aturday 10 a.m. - Midnight
Cent ral Shopping Center 753-9697
Loc:at ed directly across from the MS (J Stadium

W e, the S ig Eps wou ld like to
cor d ially invite you to
participate in our 2 n d annual
.B u ffa lo B ed R aces on Oct. 5
at 2 p . m .

IJ
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"There is no (study) by anyone
stating that there is that kind
.PATTON
of need for engineers.
Continued from Page 1
"Throwing money at engibut neither do the University of neering is not going to drasti1
Kentucky or the University of cally affect the economy," he
added. "It takes a mixture of
Louisville."
As for Patton's call for 2,000 educated people."
new engineers, Alexander said,
Patton did note that any new

engineering school can not
intrude upon the roles assigned
to other state universities.
· "We've got to be careful about
not abridging th e roles of our
state universities... ," he said.
"The University of Kentucky
has been assigned the role of
providing engineering educa-

~~rl5, 1995

tion for all the state except
Louisville, and Murray State
has been assigned the role of
providing education for the
region of west Kentucky.
To assure this, Patton proposes th at the University of
Kentucky and Murray State
provide the technical part of

BOOGIE NIGHT

REGENTS

the proposed engineering program at the new ·facility in
Paducah.
"They need to figure out, and
work out a way to do that," he
said. "They should be able to do
that co-operatively withou t
a bridging or infringing upon
either school's mission.

"I think it is extremely importan·t that nothing abridge
Murray's role as the regional
university and nothing abridge
the University of Kentucky's
role as the state wide provider
for engineering education," he
reemphasized.

CLINTON

drop out of ~chool because they
think their loan is getting too
large," he added.
"You have to have a job to
repay a loan," he said, suggesting t hat there should be a grace
period after graduation.

Continued from Page 1

Continued from Page 1

income they receive from the
job they get after graduation.
"No one will ever have to

Sixth District Representative Richard Lewis to the Board.
The two new Regents were sworn in during a brief ceremony in
the president's office.
• The Board also approved the issuance of bonds to pay for renovations to Woods Hall and Winslow Cafeteria.
Alexander explained to the Board that he had to request permission from the state to go 15 percent above original cost estimates on Woods Hall renovations.
The sale of bonds will cover the cost of this overrun.
• The Board authorized the purchase of two lots in Murray. The
University is looking to purchase a lot at 102 South 15th Street
and a lot at 505 North 16th Street.
There was no official word as to the planned use of the lots.

Classifieds will put you
right on target.
Whether you're selling, buying or just
have something to say, classified
advertising will get your point·across.

1beMunay State News

Correction
In the Sept. 8 edition of The Murray State News we incorrectly repc;>rted that fonner Murray State University cheerleader Brandon Va ughn had not returned to school this
semester.
In fact, he baa returned to Murray State University and is
succeaafully undergoing physic81 the~y to strengthen his
arm and band, which were uyured in a van crash last semester. We a~~ to Brandon Vaughn and our readers for this
mistake.

Scott Nanney/Staff

Barry Williams, 10Greg Brady," teaches selected members of
the audience dance steps during Tuesday night's lecture.

111Wi1son Hall

Alpha Omicron Pi
L~g:''~

would like to say

Caolri
£estaw8nt
BREAKFAST SPECIAL
Fri. Oct. 13, 8 pm
Tickets $13.50 Reserved,
available at StU Arena
& all usual in & oot of town
ou.,ets. Charge by phone.

~

SIU Arena
Carbon<Utle, IL

e

(611) 45)-5341

Congratulations to:
Kristie.

Everyday 6 a.m. -11 a.m.
• 2 eggs • Bacon or Sausage
• Hash browns • Biscuits and gravy

ONLY $1.85
Don't miss our •••

NOON
BUFFET

Hoffma~ - ·

R

Racer of the Week

Liz Freyer
K~te Lackey - our Jr. PanheHinic
Jill Miller
delegates
·Christine Bogart - for affiliation

11 a.m. - 2 ·p.m.
• 3 meats • Vegatablu • Salads • Homemade Rolla

ONLY $3.95

the Delta Omega chapter
We fove gou,
Sisters ofJ11Jplia Omicron Pi

KENTIACKY
KAYAK
KOIANTRY

Por studeD.ts,

'

faculty, and staff
SALES

-

RENTALS

DAGGER

KIWI

CANoEs 8c

kAYAK

!KAYAKS

REAL!BLID
768-8809
lllonday • rriday 8 a.m. • noon and 1 p.m. • 4:30 p.m.

Health Information
Referrals
Health Service Program
Questions aDswered by
Professional Nurses.

*\VEDNESDAY AF'TUlNOONS:

P.AOOI..E 1.&.

BA~

• SAT\IRDA\'5: CitmED

ADWH1UlE RI\D "1-..s

CALL FOR RESERVATIONS

(502) 362 - 0081

